S&P 500® Daily Risk Control 10% Index

i. Does the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index reference 25 or more component securities (whether or not the security is an underlying security)?

As of Jan. 3, 2023, the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index consisted of one underlying index component, the S&P 500 value.

ii. Does the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index reference long positions only?

Yes, the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index references long positions only.

iii. Does the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index include any component underlying securities that represent more than 15% of the weight of the component securities in the index?

As of Jan. 3, 2023, the largest constituent in the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index was the underlying equity index component, which represented about 43.51% of the weight of the overall index.

iv. Does the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index include five or fewer component underlying securities that together represent more than 40% of the weight of the component securities in the index?

As of Jan. 3, 2023, the cumulative weight of the equity index component in the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index represented 43.51% of the overall index weight.

v. Is the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index modified or rebalanced only according to publicly stated, predefined criteria, which may require interpretation by the index provider or a board or committee responsible for maintaining the index?

The Index Mathematics Methodology and S&P Dow Jones Risk Control Indices Methodology and Parameters documents describe the criteria for managing the index and include the rules for asset weight determination and index calculation.

vi. Is the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index referenced by futures contracts or options contracts that trade on a national securities exchange that is registered with the Securities and Exchange Commission or a domestic board of trade that is designed as a contract market by the Commodity Futures Trading Commission (regardless of whether the contracts provide price only or total return exposure to the index or provide for dividend reinvestment in the index)?

As of Jan. 3, 2023, the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index was not referenced by futures contracts or options contracts.

vii. Did the S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index provide an annual dividend yield in the immediately preceding calendar year from component underlying securities that is greater than 1.5 times the annual dividend yield of the S&P 500 as reported for the immediately preceding calendar year?

The S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index is composed of an underlying equity component but not individual securities. Therefore, we cannot conclude that the index provided an annual dividend yield in the immediately preceding calendar year from component underlying securities that is greater than 1.5 times the annual dividend yield of the S&P 500.
The S&P 500 Daily Risk Control 10% Index is based on one or more underlying indices, for which asset allocation and index level calculation use a specified set of rules as specified on Index Mathematics Methodology and S&P Dow Jones Risk Control Indices Methodology and Parameters documents.

S&P Dow Jones Indices does not make any representation or warranty with respect to whether a given index is a “qualified index” for purposes of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code, and specifically disclaims any such representation or warranty. This information is provided solely to facilitate an independent determination regarding whether an index is a “qualified index” for the purposes of Section 871(m) of the U.S. Internal Revenue Code. With respect to multi-asset class indices and indices based on one or more other underlying indices, it is not clear how the underlying index constituents should be measured for the purposes of Section 871(m). Please consult your tax advisor.

S&P Dow Jones Indices does not provide tax, legal or accounting advice. This content is provided as of Jan. 3, 2023, and has been prepared for informational purposes only. An appropriate advisor should be consulted to evaluate the impact of any tax consequences of making any particular investment decision. All information provided by S&P Dow Jones Indices is impersonal and not tailored to the needs of any person, entity or group of persons. It is not intended to be, and should not be relied upon as, tax, legal or accounting advice and you should consult your own advisors before engaging in any transaction. Neither S&P Dow Jones Indices LLC nor any of its affiliates shall have any liability for any errors or omissions in the data included therein.
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S&P Global keeps certain activities of its various divisions and business units separate from each other in order to preserve the independence and objectivity of their respective activities. As a result, certain divisions and business units of S&P Global may have information that is not available to other business units. S&P Global has established policies and procedures to maintain the confidentiality of certain non-public information received in connection with each analytical process.

In addition, S&P Dow Jones Indices provides a wide range of services to, or relating to, many organizations, including issuers of securities, investment advisers, broker-dealers, investment banks, other financial institutions and financial intermediaries, and accordingly may receive fees or other economic benefits from those organizations, including organizations whose securities or services they may recommend, rate, include in model portfolios, evaluate or otherwise address.
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